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Abstract Panoramic streaming is a particular way of video streaming where an arbitrary
Region-of-Interest (RoI) is transmitted from a high-spatial resolution video, i.e. a video
covering a very Bwide-angle^ (much larger than the human field-of-view – e.g. 360°). Some
transport schemes for panoramic video delivery have been proposed and demonstrated within
the past decade, which allow users to navigate interactively within the high-resolution videos.
With the recent advances of head mounted displays, consumers may soon have immersive and
sufficiently convenient end devices at reach, which could lead to an increasing demand for
panoramic video experiences. The solution proposed within this paper is built upon tile-based
panoramic streaming, where users receive a set of tiles that match their RoI, and consists in a
low-complexity compressed domain video processing technique for using H.265/HEVC and
its scalable extensions (H.265/SHVC and H.265/MV-HEVC). The proposed technique gener-
ates a single video bitstream out of the selected tiles so that a single hardware decoder can be
used. It overcomes the scalability issue of previous solutions not using tiles and the battery
consumption issue inherent of tile-based panorama streaming, where multiple parallel software
decoders are used. In addition, the described technique is capable of reducing peak streaming
bitrate during changes of the RoI, which is crucial for allowing a truly immersive and low
latency video experience. Besides, it makes it possible to use Open GOP structures without
incurring any playback interruption at switching events, which provides a better compression
efficiency compared to closed GOP structures.
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1 Introduction
Panoramic streaming is a specific case of video streaming, in which an arbitrary Region-of-
Interest (RoI) of a high-spatial resolution video is transmitted. Users navigate within a wide-
angle video (e.g. 180° or 360°) by choosing at any time the RoI they are interested in. Figure 1
shows an example of a high-resolution video, where the spatial plane of the panorama video is
shown with two RoIs marked as blue rectangles. The two rectangles show two different RoIs
displayed at two different time instants: namely at time t0 (left rectangle) and at time t1 (right
rectangle) after user interaction, i.e. after a RoI switch event.
There are prototypes and deployed systems already showing panoramic streaming’s feasi-
bility [2, 27]. Taking into account that there exist techniques and commercial products that
allow capturing 360° video in real time [28], by stitching multiple HD views from multiple
cameras, and the recent market availability of plenty of head mounted consumer displays such
as the Oculus Rift [6], Samsung Gear VR [7] or Google Cardboard [8], we envision that
interactive panoramic streaming will be a popular application in a few years from now. In fact,
consumers may soon have immersive and sufficiently convenient end devices and content at
reach, which could lead to an increasing demand of panoramic video experiences.
Panorama (or very wide-angle) videos require a very high-spatial resolution in order to
allow for a truly immersive experience. Although, there is no specification yet about the
formats required for Virtual Reality (VR) and panoramic streaming, there is some discussion
ongoing about the proper formats for such services in order to have a good QoE. In
(http://dashif.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/4a-Harmonic-5G-Video.pdf) potential formats
for VR are described. More concretely the formats described have a spatial resolution of
2560x1440 pixels at 60 or 120 fps or even 3840x2160 pixels at 120 fps for the section shown
at the Head Mounted Displays (HMD), i.e. the RoI. Although current HMDs do not yet
support ultra-high resolution formats, the trend points towards such a direction. Taking into
account that the field-of-view of HMDs cover around 110°, a more than three times larger
panorama video can be expected in the horizontal resolution. This accounts to an 8Kx2K or
even higher-resolution video for the full panorama. Despite the better coding efficiency of new
video codecs such as H.265/HEVC, there is a need of optimization in the way the panorama
video is coded and transmitted in order to reduce the very high throughput that would be
required if the whole panorama was transmitted. In fact, transmitting the whole panorama at
full resolution would waste resources since only a smaller part of it, i.e. the RoI, is used at the
receiver side.
The most basic approach to tackle the aforementioned problem consists of a fully client-
server coupled system. In such a system, each user indicates to the panorama streaming system
the desired RoI at any time and an encoder associated with each user encodes only the desired
RoI. Then, the RoI is transmitted back to the user. Since having a dedicated encoder per user
does not scale well, tile-based panoramic streaming (introduced by Mavlankar et al. in [12])
t0
t1
Fig. 1 RoI before (t0) and after
(t1) user interaction
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has drawn the attention of the research community and standardization bodies (see [10]). The
main idea is to divide the panorama picture horizontally and vertically into smaller regions that
are encoded independently. Then the regions that contain the content belonging to the RoI are
transmitted to the user. Therefore, the number of streams encoded only depends on the
granularity, with which the content has been tiled, and not on the number of users and
trajectories chosen by them when making use of the interactivity.
However, while tiled streaming solves the scalability issue described before, it assumes
instantiation of a decoder per received spatial region, typically using software decoders that
have an impact on power consumption or real-time decoding capability. Power consumption is
a very critical issue for head mounted displays based on mobile devices such as the case of
Samsung Gear VR or Google Cardboard, since without power supply the battery life would be
too short to be able to provide a satisfactory service. Additionally, UHD software decoding can
be challenging in software, especially looking at the resolution requirements that are discussed
in the field for VR. Therefore, even for HMDs with power supply such as Oculus Rift,
hardware decoding is an important component of the end-to-end chain, since GPU decoding
can be used. Note, for instance, that for PlayStation VR, where power consumption is not an
issue, video decoding is done in hardware. Typically, devices only use a single hardware-
accelerated decoder to achieve real-time decoding capabilities and save battery life. Therefore,
in order to provide a good technical solution, it is a requirement that a single bitstream is
provided to the end-device so that hardware decoding can be performed. An alternative to the
solution presented within this paper is definitely to use multiple parallel decoders, which is
currently not widely supported in hardware and seems not to be realistic for software decoding
taking into account the upcoming trends in terms of resolutions and their impact for real-time
decoding.
The goal of this paper is to provide a technique that makes use of tiled streaming for
scalability, but allows using a single decoder for efficiency considerations, i.e. real-time
decoding of high resolution videos and power efficiency. In addition, several aspects are
investigated in order to provide an efficient way of encoding the panorama video.
The technique, described within this paper, overcomes the multiple decoding issue de-
scribed above. It operates in the compressed domain and generates a single H.265/HEVC [26]
bitstream (or H.265/SHVC [25] or H.265/MV-HEVC [25]) that can be fed into a single
hardware decoder. The novel method processes the video bitstreams of the different tiles in
the compressed domain, by performing a simple manipulation of some information in the
header. This simple manipulation is key component for the system scalability. The proposed
solution consist of merging coded video bitstreams into a common output bitstream by re-
writing some high-level syntax of the bitstreams and inserting some potentially pre-
encoded, inter-predicted pictures. This process is of a very low-complexity, which allows
doing it either in the network with no scalability issue or at the clients prior to the
decoding process. It simply requires that an application is available before the decoding
to perform the described process. In any case, the presence of an application is required
to take care of the streaming of the video and to serve as an interface to the display. An
example of such applications is a DASH player written for a browser. With this respect,
the described technique can be implemented at the file parsing level and has been
standardized in [14].
In addition, several aspects that allow for a more efficient encoding and transmission of the
data are discussed within this paper. One of the aspects proposed within the paper focuses on
avoiding or reducing peak bitrates at RoI switch events, which are detrimental for low-latency
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services such as panorama streaming. This is achieved by reducing the Random Access Points
(RAPs) of the bitstreams. Reducing the number of RAPs has the clear benefit of reducing the
overall bitrate of the bitstreams and the peak rates. However, there is always a trade-off
between the coding efficiency and the availability to random access a stream when seeking
or tuning-in when the services are broadcasted. This paper describes how the proposed
technique enables usage of open GOP structures, which provide a higher coding efficiency
than closed GOP structures, while maintaining seamless playback of the content during RoI
switch events.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related
work in the field. Section 3 describes the system considered for tile-based panoramic streaming.
In section 4, the general concept of compressed domain bitstream processing is explained.
Section 5 to Section 7 explain the techniques in detail and report on the experiments and results.
Finally, the conclusion is shown in section 8.
2 Related work
As aforementioned, research has been carried out during past years on panorama streaming. In
[4, 5], authors describe a real-time system for panoramic video that allows for zooming and
panning. They present the whole transmission chain from panorama video generation to the
interactive view presentation. For the (potentially zoomed) video, a pin-hole camera model is
used to project the per-user camera view to a cylindrical panorama video.
Since it allows for not sending the whole panoramic video at high-resolution and it solves
the scalability issue as mentioned above, tile-based streaming has drawn the attention of many
researchers. When tile-based streaming is used, two factors have to be taken into account. On
the one side, splitting the high-resolution content into different tiles leads to a reduction of the
prediction efficiency, since a smaller part of the video can be used as reference for each of the
tiles. On the other side, it allows for a better fit of the RoI. Clearly, the smaller the tiles the
smaller is the amount of unnecessary pixels (pixel overhead) that are transmitted but also the
lower is the compression efficiency of the transmitted pixels. On the contrary, spatially large
tiles increase compression efficiency but also lead to the transmission of higher amount
of additional data that is not part of the RoI, i.e. higher pixel overhead. The pixel overhead
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Fig. 2 Finer (bottom) and coarser
(top) tiling and impact on pixel
overhead
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issue is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that borders of the regions/tiles do not necessarily coincide
with the RoI borders and therefore some extraneous data (not RoI) might be transmitted,
depicted in blue in the figure. For a deeper insight on how to dimension tiles in an optimum
way, the reader is referred to [13, 15], where authors present an optimization of the dimension
of the tiles in which the panorama video is split.
When multiple decoders are used in parallel and several tiles are presented simultaneously
together with a thumbnail of the panorama video at lower resolution, it might become an
implementation drawback to synchronize the different videos. With this regard, authors in [9]
propose to use H.264/MVC to have multiple parts (encoded into layers) of the video. Layers
are encoded without coding dependency and are properly synchronized. One of the layers
corresponds to the navigation video (video thumbnail). The rest of the layers (with a given
view_id) correspond to the different tiles of the high-resolution panorama video offered at
different bitrates. Thus, the users can select a set of view_ids that correspond to a given RoI at
a given bitrate that matches the available throughput.
Similarly, some approaches that use some hierarchical prediction of a thumbnail view have
been pursued in the past, see [13]. The authors use a similar procedure as H.264/SVC.
However, in their solution, enhancement layers do not use temporal prediction but only
inter-layer prediction. However, since H.264/SVC is not used, only proprietary software
decoding can be used.
In [21] a system using multi-resolution panorama streaming is described. The main idea is
to encode the panorama video into tiles and at different resolutions. Then the client downloads
one or another resolution depending on the zoom factor. Based on the user interactivity, if the
desired RoI is not available at the desired resolution, a lower resolution might be still obtained
and is upscaled to the proper resolution for display. In [17], authors show the impact of using
tiles in an interactive system that allows for panning and zooming in terms of overhead.
An alternative solution to tile-based streaming is described in [15], referred to as
monolithic streaming. The idea is to encode videos as done conventionally, without
splitting it into tiles. Then all macroblocks required for decoding a RoI are transmitted
to the user. In order to do so, a dependency map has to be built for each RoI. This
dependency map, determines all macroblocks required for decoding a given RoI. It
follows the dependencies of each macroblock that corresponds to a given RoI.
Additionally, the encoding process can be constrained in such a way that the depen-
dency maps can be built with a reduced complexity. Note that if the encoder is not
constraint, a full search needs to be performed to find all macroblocks of previous
frames that a given RoI depends on. However, although the transmission bandwidth
savings are similar to the tile-based approach, this approach has two main drawbacks.
First, it has a higher complexity than the tile-based approach. But more important is
the fact that the subset of macroblocks transmitted cannot be decoded by a standard-
conform decoder, since they do not form a rectangular representation and therefore
they do not form a valid bitstream.
There has been further work on tile-based streaming (e.g. [16]) that in contrast to [13]
consider overlapping tiles. While in [13] all tiles are non-overlapping, in [16] tiles might have
some overlapping content. The focus of such works lay on how to optimize the video
transmission, for instance, by multicasting some of the tiles while transmitting others via
unicast connections. However, we focus only on non-overlapping tiles, since our objective is
to generate a single bitstream in the compress domain that contains the RoI of each user, which
is not feasible with overlapping tiles.
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3 Streaming system overview
The solution described within this paper consists of a low-complexity video processing
technique that generates a single bitstream out of multiple independently encoded tiles.
Besides, a key contribution of this paper is the way the content is generated so that the content
is encoded efficiently. With this respect, the target of the proposed technique is to reduce the
peak-bitrate during switching events, and to be able to use open GOP structures. The technique
entails stitching the videos of the tiles belonging to the RoI and the insertion of Generated
Reference Pictures (GRP), Multiview Generated Reference Pictures (MGRP) or Multi-Layer
Generated Reference Pictures (ML-GRP) as described in sections 5, 6 and 7 respectively.
Figure 3 provides an overview of the considered system, which consists of an encoder array
located at server side, a single video decoder instance at the client side and an Interactive
Bitstream Stitching (IBS) device. The figure shows the case, where stereoscopic content is
considered. After synchronous tiling of the two views of the panoramic video, individual
H.265/MV-HEVC compliant Multiview video encoders create video bitstreams from every
pair of two corresponding left and right view tiles. The user RoI, as illustrated with a blue
rectangle, determines which pairs of tiles a user requires, e.g. the dashed tiles 0 to 3 in Fig. 3.
The corresponding bitstreams are processed by the IBS device to form a single bitstream that
can be decoded on the end device by a single MV-HEVC decoder instance.
Note that the mentioned H.265/MV-HEVC encoder array can be replaced by H.265/HEVC
or H.265/SHVC depending on the use case considered, as seen later. Note also that the
physical location of the IBS in the system can be either on server side, client side or within
Service Server Side
Encoder Array
Interacve Bitstream Stching (IBS) Device
Single Decoder Instance
Service Client Side
Right View
Le View
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
Fig. 3 System overview
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the network, if the bitstreams are unencrypted and therefore accessible for modification. As the
processing steps are of low complexity, usage of cloud infrastructure should scale well. Even
low-end client devices would be able to handle the operation alongside decoding.
4 Compressed domain video processing overview
The proposed compressed domain video processing technique, IBS, is based on the stitching
process described in [18] used to generate a single bitstream. Each of the independently
encoded spatial regions belonging to the RoI is converted into an HEVC tile of a common
bitstream. For this purpose, only adjustments to high-level syntax are required, which are
lightweight to carry out.
First, the parameter sets need to be rewritten, mainly to reflect the spatial picture dimensions,
level and tile setup of the RoI bitstream. Second, adjustments on slice level are necessary, e.g.
slice addresses in the slice headers of the merged bitstream, which identify the HEVC tile that a
slice belongs to. Each tile corresponds to the position of the independently encoded tiles within
the merged RoI picture plane. Slice delta Quantization Parameters (QPs) might also need
adjustment to reflect the common initial QP value as signaled in the rewritten parameter set.
Additionally, in order to be able to stitch the different bitstreams in the compressed domain,
it is a requirement that the original videos are encoded according to a set of constraints:
& Motion vectors (MVs) cannot require samples that lie outside picture boundaries for
temporal prediction.
& The rightmost Prediction Units (PU) cannot use the MV prediction candidate that corre-
sponds to the Temporal MV Prediction (TMVP) candidate if it exists or that would
correspond to the TMVP candidate if it existed.
& In-loop filters across slices and tiles have to be disabled.
The coding efficiency loss of these constraints was reported to be around 1 % [22] when
applied to a single picture border and 3 % for all picture borders [18]. For more information the
reader is referred to [18].
The technique described in [18] requires some extensions in order to be used for H.265/
SHVC and H.265/MV-HEVC. In case of H.265/MV-HEVC it is a straightforward extension
where MVs are constraint so that no sample that lies outside picture boundaries are used for
inter-layer prediction. For H.265/SHVC this is not an issue since the MVs for inter-layer
prediction are constrained to be equal to zero. However, in case of H.265/SHVC with spatial
scalability, when inter-layer sample prediction is performed and the described technique is
applied, the resampling process could use samples from multiple tiles. Therefore, the second
constraint has to be rewritten as follows:
& The rightmost Prediction Units (PU) cannot use the MV prediction candidate that corre-
sponds to the Temporal MV Prediction (TMVP) candidate if it exists or that would
correspond to the TMVP candidate if it existed. Furthermore, the rightmost PU cannot
use inter-layer prediction to a lower layer that is resampled.
An advantage of using H.265/SHVC is that users can download a larger region at the base
than at the enhancement layer. The additional base layer data can be prefetched and presented
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when a RoI change event occurs and the higher layer data is not available. Prefetching only the
lower layers reduces the downloading throughput while enabling the data to be presented at a
slightly lower quality. The described approach with a different number of tiles in an
H.265/SHVC stream with two layers is illustrated in Fig. 4.
If a larger area is downloaded at the base layer, it is important that the IBS process adjusts
signaling to indicate the area, which the enhancement layer uses as prediction. This is done by
including the region reference offsets in the PPS.
The following sections describe the presented techniques in detail: namely GRP [19], ML-
GRP [20] or MGRP [23]. The work in [19, 20, 23], has been extended by additional simulation
results, i.e. a higher number of sequences have been tested. Besides, the work has been
extended by combining GRPs with open GOP structures (see Section 5.1) and by extending
the usage of ML-GRP for a full non-tiled base layer with unequal RAPs periods (see
Section 7).
5 Generated reference pictures (GRP)
The technique presented hereafter aims to reduce the transmission bitrate during RoI switch
events and was first introduced in [19]. The main idea behind it is to insert some pictures into
the bitstream that are not output and perform a content displacement of reference pictures at
occurrences of RoI switch events. Thus, temporal prediction can still be used for some parts of
the video from the RoI switch event onwards.
Figure 5 illustrates a RoI switching event. Time instant t1 represents the switching point at
which the presented RoI changes compared to t0. It can be seen that the position of the received
spatial regions at the receiver screen (RoI view) changes over time (see dashed tiles 3 and 4
within the blue rectangles representing the RoI at different time instants).
L1
L0
0 1 2 3 4 5
Fig. 4 Tile setup for 2 layers n
H.265/SHVC with a larger amount
of tiles in L0
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Obviously, new spatial regions (see non-shaded tiles with index 5 to 7 in Fig. 5) require
random access, since they were not present in the RoI view previously. However, the set of
tiles that remains displayed albeit displacement (tiles 3 and 4) would benefit from using
temporal prediction. Since their position changes in the stitched picture based on the user
movement, temporal prediction cannot be used in a straightforward manner. Figure 6 illustrates
the effect of using temporal prediction for the stitched picture at time t1 for a RoI switch event
as depicted in Fig. 5. The figure shows spatial regions using random access depicted with an I
(I slices) while spatial regions using temporal prediction are depicted with a P (P slices in this
example). The MV for a block at the encoder side is shown at the top of the figure for the tile
with index 3. The bottom part of the figure shows that after the stitching process, the block of
the tile with index 3 uses a wrong reference at the decoder side, due to the change of the
position of tile 3 within the stitched picture.
In order to avoid random access for all spatial regions, which would lead to large
transmission bitrate peaks at switching points, we propose to insert Generated Reference
Pictures (GRP): one per reference picture at the Decoded Picture Buffer (DPB). A GRP is a
picture that performs a displacement of the content of a regular reference picture and
substitutes it so that following pictures (from the RoI switching point onwards) can use
temporal prediction.
Figure 7 shows how the block in tile 3 at t1 uses the block in the GRP that has the same
content as the block from t0 (belonging to tile 3 as well) that is used at the encoder side. For
more information on how to generate a GRP the reader is referred to [19].
In order to avoid any decoding drift, in addition to the constraints listed in Section 4, the
original bitstreams have to fulfill the following constraint:
& Temporal Motion Vector Prediction (TMVP) has to be restricted so that no pictures that
may be reference-wise substituted by GRPs are used for TMVP.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
t0
t1
Fig. 5 Overlap of RoIs before
user interaction (t0) and after (t1)
t0 t1Decoder Side:
Predicon in
stched video
Encoder Side:
Predicon in
input les
time
Predicon mismatch!
P
3 4 5 6 7
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3 3
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Fig. 6 Prediction mismatch after
IBS without GRP
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Motion Vector (MV) prediction in H.265/HEVC [11] is performed from neighbor or
temporal MV candidates. The latter (TMVP candidate) refers to the right-bottom collocated
block in a reference picture. If the reference picture substituted by a GRP were used for TMVP,
the TMVP predictors derived after GRP insertion would be wrong. Note that the derived
TMVP predictor would belong to the GRP instead of to the substituted reference picture.
Therefore, the constraint above must be fulfilled. An effective way to achieve it is to define
switching points, at which the reference pictures at the Decoded Picture Buffer (DPB) are
never selected for TVMP.
Figure 8 shows a typical hierarchical Group Of Pictures (GOP) structure of 4 pictures and
three temporal levels (TL0, TL1 and TL2). The solid arrows in the figure represent the sample
prediction and the dashed arrows represent the dependencies for MV prediction when TMVP
is used. It can be seen that no TL0 picture is used for TVMP. Therefore, pictures from TL0 can
be defined as switching points and can be used for RoI switching and GRP insertion.
In [19], GRPs were used so that only Random Access Points (RAPs) were only inserted for
tiles that correspond to areas of the panoramic video that are newwhen a RoI switch event occurs.
A drawback of the proposed solution is that for each potential RAP offered to the clients a new
version of the content needs to be encoded andmade available at the server. This is not practical in
a real scenario. In a practical scenario, it is necessary to set RandomAccess Points (RAPs) with a
given granularity. In the following subsection it is discussed how the solution in [19] can be
extended to enhance the coding efficiency of streams using frequent RAPs.
5.1 Open GOP RoI switching with GRP
As aforementioned, only having RAPs at switching events would require encoding a separate
stream per potential switching point, which would not be feasible. A solution is to offer a
t
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limited number of bitstreams with a given RAP interval, e.g. 5 seconds, and offer at each of
alternative bitstreams RAPs at different positions. Thus, when required RAPs for new tiles
could be obtained by switching from one of the alternative bitstreams to another where an RAP
is available. I.e., RoI switching can be performed at a finer granularity than the RAP interval at
the price of having multiple alternatives offered at the server side.
In H.265/HEVC, there are two possibilities to encode RAPs. The first one is to use
Instantaneous Decoding Refresh (IDRs) as RAPs, which correspond to closed GOP structures.
It means that any picture following a RAP (in decoding order) does not use any picture
preceding the RAP (in decoding order) as a reference (see Random Access Decodable Leading
– RASL – pictures in the figure). The second one is to use Clean Random Access (CRAs) as
RAPs, which correspond to open GOP structures. Open GOP structures mean that pictures,
following a RAP in decoding order, but preceding it in presentation order, can use pictures
preceding the RAP in decoding order as reference (see prediction arrows and pictures marked
as Random Access Skip Leading – RASL - in the figure). The prediction structure of both
approaches is illustrated in Fig. 9, for a GOP of size 4.
It is well known that using open GOP structures with CRAs provide a better compression
efficiency (around 5 % as reported in [3]). During the Random Access procedure using CRAs,
some pictures, namely the RASL pictures in Fig. 9, must be discarded from output, since they
require a previous picture (leftmost picture in the figure) that is not available at Random
Access procedure. This is not an issue with traditional video services where skipping whole
video pictures is only done when tuning-in into a service. However, it is a problem in context
of tiled panoramic streaming, where switching from a RoI to another is considered. Such a
switch must happen seamlessly without any interruption, i.e. without pictures being discarded
or parts thereof corrupted.
If a Random Access procedure were started using CRAs for a newly encompassed tile of
the new RoI, some pictures corresponding to that tile would not be able to be presented and
would have to be discarded. This would prevent a seamless playout and thus open GOP
structures. Therefore, it is necessary to use only closed GOP structures (i.e. IDRs) with the
corresponding lower compression efficiency for the newly encompassed tiles. However, for
the set of tiles that remains displayed in the RoI albeit displacement, the same issue as
described above occurs. In a similar manner as described previously, GRPs can be used so
that RASL pictures that use CRAs can reference the correct region when a RoI switch occurs,
thus allowing for open GOP structures.
Predicon
P CRA P
RASL TRAIL
RASL RASL TRAIL TRAIL
……
P IDR P
RADL TRAIL
RADL RADL TRAIL TRAIL
……
Fig. 9 Closed GOP (bottom) and
Open GOP (top) structures in
H.265/HEVC
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5.2 Experiments with GRP
In the following, the experiments and results for the proposed techniques using GRPs are described.
Four panorama videos (captured with [28]) have been used for the GRP experiments. Two
panorama videos have a resolution of 8192x1600 pixels and the other two have a resolution of
6912x1920.All of them consist of 1425 frames at 25fps. All sequences correspond to fixed cameras.
The first 2 sequences have low-motion content where several people play different instruments but
stay at the same position for the whole sequence. The last 2 sequences have higher-motion with
people dancing and moving around the stage, among which the first one (referred to as 3rd video in
the results) has the highest motion. The HEVC reference software HM-14 was modified to include
the constraints described before. The default randomaccess configuration has been usedwith aGOP
size of 4 and a single RAP at the beginning. The GOP size of 4, which corresponds to a 160 ms
reordering delay at the decoding, has been chosen exemplarily. A higher GOP size could have been
chosen in order to achieve a higher efficiency but this would increase the reordering delay, as well as
the download time of GOPs due to its larger size. Although, it has not been analyzed in this work, a
larger GOP size would require downloading a larger amount of non-displayed pixels to compensate
for the higher end-to-end latency. In the end the selected GOP size is a compromise about encoding
efficiency and additional data that needs to be downloaded (prefetch). Two tiling variants have been
used to analyze the impact of a finer or coarser tiling process. The videos have been tiled only
vertically, to limit parameter space, into spatial regions of 512 pixels width and spatial regions of
256 pixels width. These sizes have been exemplarily selected. The reader is referred to [13, 15] if
interested in how to perform optimization of the tile sizes.
For the GRP experiment, the peak bitrate reduction during RoI switch events has been
measured using the following metrics:
& Bw is the bitrate of the whole RoI sequence.
& Br is the bitrate within the RoI change interval, time during which the user carries out the
RoI movement.
& Bs is the bitrate of GOPs within the RoI change interval in which the tile setup changes.
& Bn is the bitrate of the remaining GOPs within the RoI change interval for which the tile
setup does not change in comparison to the previous GOP.
Bs and Bn, are of a high relevance since they describe the bitrate variability during RoI
switching intervals. The motivation of such an analysis is of special interest when considering
HTTP streaming techniques such MPEG-DASH [24]. In MPEG-DASH based streaming, media
segments are transmitted. The larger the media segments the higher the end-to-end latency. In
order to reduce the latency to the minimum the smallest possible segment would be selected and
this is a single GOP. GOPs could be mapped to video segments, without requiring an IDR picture
at segment start allowing individual transmission and thus reduction of the end-to-end latency of
the video transmission. The bitrate peaks of interests are the ones that correspond to the
downloaded chunks of data, i.e. the response to each of the requests that correspond to a GOP.
In fact, it is crucial to minimize peak bitrates, since the downloaded quality selected by the client
would follow the worst-case, which correspond to the biggest segments.
For these two cases, a simple interactivity model has been simulated. It is based on patterns
with limited interactivity but sufficient to prove the validity of the proposed techniques. In fact,
the proposed technique aims at reducing the RAPs within the session due to RoI interaction.
Other movement patterns would lead to different regions requiring RAPs. However, the factor
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that plays the most important role is the speed with which the user navigates around the
panorama video. Therefore, two client screen movement patterns with different movement
speeds have been considered. Both consist of a movement towards the right picture border: a
constant movement at high or low speed for a given time interval of 1.2 seconds, referred to as
switching interval in the experiments. These patterns were selected to be easily
parameterizable. They correspond to a complete RoI change within 1.2s for the fast movement,
since the considered client screen is 1080p. The slow movement pattern, on the other hand,
results in a change of half of the RoI within the switching interval.
Figure 10 illustrates, for each tile dimension and movement speed, the frequency of
switching point GOPs, i.e. GOPs where the tile setup changes and either full random access
(IDRs) or GRP are used.
RoI switching has been performed at different times in the bitstream, every 248 frames and
the average bitrates have been computed and are presented in subsection 5.3. For this purpose,
several streams have been encoded. As aforementioned each of these streams is encoded with a
single IDR at the beginning and no more RAPs within the stream. For tiles of width 256, the
panorama videos have been encoded starting at frame number 240 + 4 i + 248 j, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 8
and 0 ≤ j ≤ 4, until the end of the sequences. For the wider tiles, the starting frame corresponds
to 240 + 8 i + 248 j, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 5 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 4. With this encoding, the switching point GOP
distribution in Fig. 10 can be achieved.
5.3 Results for GRPs
Figures 11 and 14 summarize the performance of GRPs as shown in [19]. They show
the average transmission overhead during RoI switching intervals of 1.2 s of the full
random access (RA) solution compared to usage of GRPs. The test sequences have
been encoded with QP 22 and 32 to show the impact of the QP on the results.
Figure 11 shows the average overhead for a fast and slow screen movement on the
left and right plot respectively. It shows that the faster the screen movement is or the
higher the QP is, the higher is the overhead of RA compared to the usage of GRPs.
Additionally, the smaller the spatial regions are, the larger is the gain of using GRPs,
which is reasonable as the number of switching point GOPs is higher (see Fig. 11). In
general, it can be seen that a transmission bitrate of around a 100–200 % higher for
256x1600 spatial regions or 50–100 % higher for 512x1600 regions can be expected
if RA is used instead of GRPs.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the results of the other three videos shown from
Figs. 12, 13 and 14 with respect to the influence of the tile sizes and speed of the movement.
Fig. 10 Switching point GOP
distribution
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Fig. 11 Transmission overhead RA vs. GRP for fast movement (left) and slow movement (right) for 1st video
Fig. 12 Transmission overhead RA vs. GRP for fast movement (left) and slow movement (right) for 2nd video
Fig. 13 Transmission overhead RA vs. GRP for fast movement (left) and slow movement (right) for 3rd video
Fig. 14 Transmission overhead RA vs. GRP for fast movement (left) and slow movement (right) for 4th video
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However, as shown in figure, the overhead is slightly smaller: 50–100 % for 256 pixels
width spatial regions and 20–60 % for 512 pixels width regions. In any case, the gains
provided by GRP are significant.
Table 1 shows the standard deviation of the Br overheads shown in Fig. 11, 12, 13
and 14. In general, it can be seen that the reported values are small, which means that
the variability of Br overhead is not so high and the reported values in previous
figures are of high reliability.
In order to analyze this issue in more detail, we focus on the absolute values of the
transmitted bitrate, taking only the values for the second video and large tiles for
brevity. Table 2 shows the average bitrates over the whole sequence Bw, over RoI
switching interval Br, over the switching point GOPs Bs and over the non-switching
point GOPs Bn. It can be seen that most of highest bitrate values correspond to the
switching point GOPs, for which the gain of GRP is even higher than the values
discussed before.
Due to the lack of space the numbers for the other cases are not presented.
However, very similar values have been obtained. In the case of slow movement,
the transmission bitrate for the switching interval is slightly lower but still very
similar values have been obtained for switching point GOPs. Overall, a reduction
from around 1.9 up to 7.3 Mbps at the switching point GOPs was achieved for the
studied sequences and QPs.
Table 1 Standard deviation for Br overhead of the 4 videos
Movement speed Tile width Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4
QP22 QP32 QP22 QP32 QP22 QP32 QP22 QP32
Fast 256 .09 .06 .21 .27 .39 .41 .09 .22
512 .03 .03 .09 .09 .16 .14 .04 .08
Slow 256 .15 .04 .24 .20 .32 .17 .06 .09
512 .06 .04 .11 .06 .15 .07 .04 .09
Table 2 Comparison of average bitrates (Mbps) for the 2nd video
QP =32 QP = 22
Bw Br Bs Bn Bw Br Bs Bn
RA 1.3 2.3 3.4 1.2 6.0 10.6 13.8 7.3
GRP 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.0 5.3 5.8 6.5 5.1
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6 Multiview generated reference picture (MGRP)
Multiview Generated Reference Pictures (MGRPs) are a straightforward extension of GRPs
for stereo video and were presented first in [23]. The only extension that needs to be mentioned
in comparison to the GRP is that the Temporal Motion Vector Prediction (TMVP) restriction
aforementioned can be relaxed if used for an inter-layer predicted picture. In other words, for
the switching points previously defined (TL0 pictures) which are not used for TVMP
candidates, this restriction only applies when temporal prediction is considered. For higher
layers, a TL0 picture can use the TL0 picture from a lower layer for TMVP. This is due to the
fact that replacement of that picture happens after decoding the given whole Access Unit and
therefore is not affected by MGRPs. As described in Section 5.1, open GOP switching is
facilitated through MGRP likewise.
6.1 Experiments for MGRP
Experiments for MGRP follow the setup of experiments in section 5.2 in spirit. However, a
single stereoscopic video sequence has been used with a resolution of 5760 × 1664 pixels. The
sequence consists of 1000 frames at 30fps. For this case, the video has been tiled into spatial
regions of 640x1664 pixels and spatial regions of 320x1664 pixels and a GOP size of 8 has
been chosen exemplarily, which corresponds to a 267 ms reordering delay at the decoding.
This parameter selection corresponds to the common test conditions used by JCT-VC during
standardization. Correspondingly, these parameters result in a complete RoI change in 1.6 s for
the considered fast movement pattern. Therefore, the switching interval in this experiment is
slightly larger compared to the experiment for GRP. RoI switching has been performed at
different times in the bitstream, every 152 frames and the results are averaged over these
instances. Similar to the experiments in Section 5.2, the test sequence has been encoded with
QP 22 and 32 to show the impact of the QP on the results. As for the experiments in Section
5.2, several streams have been encoded. For tiles of width 320, the panorama video has been
encoded starting at frame number 120 + 8i + 152 j, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 8 and 0 ≤ j ≤5. For 640 pixels
width tiles, the starting frame corresponds to 120 + 16i + 152 j, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 5 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 5.
6.2 Results for MGRPs
This section summarizes the performance of MGRP as shown in [23]. Table 3 below provides
the four bitrates Bw, Br, Bs and Bn in kbps at QP 22. Results are summarized for both views,
i.e. independent layer L0 and dependent layer L1. It can be seen that in particular the critical
peak bitrates within the RoI change interval are considerably reduced using the proposed
MGRP technique, which is sensible keeping in mind that much of the unnecessary intra-coded
data is omitted from the bitstream.
Figure 15 visualizes the overhead (in percent) of the IDR-based RoI change with respect to
the proposed MGRP solution, showing Br on the left and Bs on the right. It can be seen that by
not using MGRPs, around 60 % or 20 % more bits needs to be transmitted during the RoI
switching interval for the fast movement for the finer and coarser tiles respectively. For the
slow movement, a 40 % higher bitrate needs to be transmitted for the coarser tiling approach. It
can be seen that the faster the movement the more effective is the MGRP approach in terms of
saved bitrate. However, if we focus on the peak bitrate values, it can be seen how the gain
obtained by the proposed approach does not depend so much on the moving speed. The
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Table 3 Summary of bitrates in Mbps for QP 22
RoI change with Movement speed Tile width Bw Br Bs Bn
IDR Fast 320 2.45 4.73 4.73 0a
MGRP 2.39 2.87 2.87 0a
IDR 640 2.36 3.61 4.56 2.65
MGRP 2.32 2.80 3.10 2.5
IDR Slow 320 2.52 3.83 4.91 2.75
MGRP 2.47 2.75 2.94 2.55
IDR 640 2.39 3.27 4.68 2.57
MGRP 2.36 2.69 3.17 2.46
a The RoI change interval in this particular case contains only GOPs in which RoI change events occur
Fig. 15 IDR bitrate overhead in Br and Bs for QP 22
Table 4 Summary of bitrates in Mbps for QP 32
RoI change with Movement speed Tile width Bw Br Bs Bn
IDR Fast 320 .484 1.12 1.12 0a
MGRP .456 .574 .574 01
IDR 640 .414 .726 1.02 .434
MGRP .404 .523 .609 .437
IDR Slow 320 .488 .825 1.17 .480
MGRP .473 .542 .599 .485
IDR 640 .423 .639 1.06 .428
MGRP .415 .498 .632 .431
a The RoI change interval in this particular case contains only GOPs in which RoI change events occur
Fig. 16 IDR bitrate overhead in Br and Bs for QP 32
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overhead of using IDRs instead of MGRPs based on the bitrate of the switching GOPs (Br) is
around 60 and 40 % for finer and coarser tiles respectively, irrespective of the moving speed.
Analogously, bitrate results for QP32 are reported in Table 4. Overall, the effect of MGRP
at such low bitrate is even more pronounced in the relevant bitrates Br and Bs, while Bn for
example does not exhibit significant impact. As seen in Fig. 16, the relative overhead of IDR
based RoI changing is even more significant at low quality.
Overall it can be seen that a denser tile grid, i.e. small tiles, benefits more from use the
MGRP technique as they implicate more frequent RoI change event that introduce intra-coded
pictures without MGRP. The overhead in Br increases with the movement speed as more RoI
change events occur while the overhead in Bs itself, i.e. during RoI change events, is mostly
independent of the movement speed.
Table 5 shows the standard deviation of the overhead of Br when comparing the solution
using IDRs with the proposed MGRP. It can be seen that the values are low, which means that
the average Br overhead shown in Fig. 16 is of high reliability.
Of interest for the present stereoscopic use case with MV-HEVC is particularly the
distribution of bitrate between the two views or layers as well as the effect of MGRP on each
layer. Results of the per-layer IDR overhead relative to MGRP are reported in Table 6. It can
be seen that the benefits from MGRP in the independent view, i.e. layer L0, are quality, tile
grid and speed dependent over the switching interval (Br), as for the single layer case. While
overhead in Br is in some respect weighted by the distribution of RoI change events (or speed)
as illustrated in Fig. 10, it can be seen from the behavior of Bs, which omits this weighting, that
the QP is the main determining factor for MGRP benefits on GOP level.
On the other hand, in the dependent view, i.e. layer L1, again focusing on Bs, the
IDR overhead almost only depends on the tiling grid granularity and the benefits are
independent of QP.
Table 6 IDR overhead percentage per layer
QP Movement speed Tile width Overhead Br Overhead Bs
L0 L1 L0 L1
22 Fast 320 60.4 74.4 60.4 74.4
640 27.4 32.0 44.5 53.0
Slow 320 37.4 44.3 63.2 75.6
640 20.6 23.7 45.7 53.0
32 Fast 320 105.0 74.2 105.0 74.2
640 43.5 28.6 74.1 50.9
Slow 320 57.4 41.6 105.0 74.5
640 32.0 20.3 74.9 51.3
Table 5 Standard deviation for Br
overhead Movement speed Tile width QP22 QP32
Fast 320 .077 .140
640 .045 .071
Slow 320 .071 .122
640 .032 .063
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7 Multi-layer generated reference picture (ML-GRP)
Although GRP and MGRP techniques described above are sufficient to allow for using open
GOP structures and thus reduce the transmitted bitrate in interactive panoramic streaming
scenarios, they have two limitations. First, it is necessary to encode and store at the server side
two different versions of the content: one using open GOP structures and one using closed
GOP structures. Second, the faster the movement, the less effective is the usage of GRPs and
MGRPs. This is due to the fact that for fast movements, it is more probable that the RoI after a
RoI switching event is a fully new RoI or a RoI with very few content present both before the
switch event and after.
H.265/SHVC allows for an enhancement of the described technique that overcomes the
aforementioned limitations, as explained below. Additionally, H.265/SHVC provides a good
alternative for efficiently coping with fast RoI movements. Note, that it is very inefficient to
offer the content encoded with very frequent RAPs. Therefore, RAPs are usually offered at a
given granularity, e.g. every 1 second. For interactive panoramic streaming the RAP frequency
might be higher (RAP interval lower than 1 second) but still not so frequent that at each picture
a new tile can be random accessed. This implies that a user has to compensate the RAP
granularity by downloading additional data that is not intended to be shown. This additional
data acts as a backup in case respective user interaction shifts it into the RoI. This additional
data downloaded only as backup can be offered in a lower resolution when using H.265/SHVC
as shown in Fig. 17, where tiles with index 1 to 4 (intended to be shown in the user RoI) are
encoded at the highest resolution, i.e. at the higher layer, while tiles with index 0 and 5 are only
included in the base layer in case they are required during a RoI switch event.
The extension of GRPs described here and first proposed in [20], allows for using open
GOP structures even for content that was not present at the highest resolution but present in the
low-resolution layer. The proposed solution consists in inserting so-called Multi Layer Gen-
erated Reference Picture (ML-GRP). The main motivation is shown in Fig. 17, where a RoI
switch event is depicted. The RoI change represents a move to the right by an amount equal to
the width of a tile. As can be seen in the figure, there is a tile that is new at the enhancement
layer (see tile with index 5 marked in red), which has its corresponding base layer tile present
in previous pictures in the stream.
Multi-Layer Generated Reference Pictures (ML-GRPs) aims at exploiting this fact
and using that data available at the base layer so that open GOP switching at RoI
switch events can be used at the enhancement layers. ML-GRPs consist of several tiles,
which contain the GRP information, i.e. movement information to compensate the RoI
change event. I.e., as for GRP, tiles that are presented before the RoI switch event and
after need to the shifted. Besides, for newly encompassed tiles an ML-GRP contains a
copy slice for those tiles that reference to a lower layer, which leads to inheritance of
the sample values from the correct region of the lower layer. Since the reference layer
is at a lower resolution, the process is not a simple sample copy but entails a
resampling process as defined in H.265/SHVC. It requires indication of the scaled
reference layer offsets and referenced region offsets defined in the PPS that indicate,
which region of the base layer is to be upsampled. The resulting L1 ML-GRP picture
area can then be used as reference by the RASL picture as illustrate in Fig. 18.
Depending on the quality of the ML-GRP used as reference by the RASL picture, no
noticeable or only minor decoding drift may occur, despite significant coding efficiency
gains.
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ML-GRP are inserted into the bitstream only at RoI change events and only for reference by
following pictures, i.e. ML-GRP are not output by the decoder, as for the GRPs. For more
information the reader is referred to [20].
An issue of the solution provided in [20] is that when the potential movement speed is very
high the whole base layer will be needed and tiles at the base layer will add an unnecessary
overhead. In this paper, the technique in [20] is extended so that only the enhancement layer is
tiled and the whole base layer is always transmitted. In order to achieve a higher coding
efficiency, it is combined with unequal RAP periods. H.265/SHVC allows, besides having
different types of RAPs at different layers as discussed above, having a different RAP
periodicity. This is of especial interest when the base layer at low resolution contains the
whole panoramic video. In fact, RAPs periodicity at the base layer can be of a much coarser
granularity than at higher layers, since no random access to new regions is required, as the
whole panoramic video is always present. Still, the RAPs at the enhancement layer needs to be
frequent enough (as frequent as in previous cases) to allow for random access of new tiles at
highest resolution.
The ML-GRP is extended to so that a non-tiled whole base layer is used in combination
with unequal RAP periods. Thus, open GOP switching is available at the base layer and
enhancement layer as well. In comparison to the ML-GRP technique presented in [20], the
constraint that the rightmost PU cannot use inter-layer prediction to a lower layer that is
resampled mentioned in Section 4 is removed. This leads to a better compression efficiency
1 2 3 4
t0 t1
L1
L0
1 2 3 4 5 60 1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
Fig. 17 Tile setup during a RoI
change to the right
Fig. 18 MLGRP with open GOP in tile-based panorama streaming
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than for the ML-GRP encoding described in [20]. The results corresponding to this new feature
are presented in Section 7.2.
7.1 Experiments for ML-GRPs
The experiments carried out for ML-GRPs are again similar in fashion to the experiments
carried out for GRP. Particular differences in terms of parameters or test sequences are
described hereafter. Results for this experiment are reported applying the Bjontegaard metric
[1], aka. BD-rate.
In order to analyze the benefits of using ML-GRP, the same four sequences as in Section 5.2
have been used. They have been encoded with a GOP size of 8 and at four different QPs: 22,
27, 32 and 37, which corresponds to the common test conditions using in standardization in
JCT-VC. A single vertical tiling variant of 512 pixels width at the enhancement layer has been
considered. The vertical resolution is 1600 for the first 2 videos and is 1920 for the last 2
videos. The sequences have been encoded with 2 layers and a layer configuration that
corresponds to an upsampling factor of 2. The base layer in section 7.2 consists of tiles of
256x800 and 256x960 pixels respectively. For these experiments, the base layer covers a larger
area than the enhancement layer. More concretely, there are 2 more tiles at the base layer than
at the enhancement layer, as shown in Fig. 17. If the RoI is not the leftmost or rightmost
possible position, i.e. the RoI corresponds to the leftmost or rightmost position, the two
additional tiles correspond to the side at which further tiles are available, i.e. right and left
respectively. As in the previous experiments, these sizes have been exemplarily selected
without optimization. In case of the results for section 7.3, the whole base layer is always
present and, therefore, the whole base layer is encoded as a single tile.
A RoI of 1080p has been targeted, which means that the enhancement layer of the
bitstream, produced by the IBS, is conformed by 4 tiles. Streams have been produced for
RoIs at different positions. This leads to 13 bitstreams with a size of 2048x1600 pixels or 10
streams of 2048x1920 pixels. Bitstreams contain tiles (i, i + 1, i + 2 and i + 3) with i = 0…12
for the first two videos or with i = 0..9 for the last two videos.
7.2 Results for ML-GRPs
Although the quality of the Random Access Skip Leading (RASL) pictures when using the
ML-GRPs has not been subjectively measured, our assessment by looking at the resulting
videos is that the technique performs very good. In Fig. 19, a small part of the first picture that
belongs to a new tile after a RoI change event is shown for comparison. The left picture
Fig. 19 Example of quality
comparison of proposed method
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corresponds to the proposed method when the RASL picture uses ML-GRP as reference and
the right picture shows the same are of the picture when closed GOP is used. That is, the figure
on the left is a part of a picture using the ML-GRP as reference instead of its original reference
picture (which is shown on the right).
It can be seen that the quality of the picture when the proposed method is used is slightly
lower but still very good. This slightly lower quality is the result of using another reference that
entails upsampling of part of the base layer for being used as reference. It can be argued that
such a low quality degradation does not affect the streaming experience, especially because it
only happens for a few leading pictures when RoI change events occur.
The Random Access Point period used for the results shown below is 24 pictures, which
corresponds to around 1 second. As a reference, we use the setup with the base layer and
Table 7 BD-rate comparison
using the first sequence and GOP
size 8 and 512x1600 size tiles
Leftmost tile
index for RoI
BD-rate (%) of
proposed method
0 3.267
1 3.506
2 3.707
3 3.724
4 3.859
5 3.909
6 3.919
7 4.062
8 4.061
9 4.028
10 3.904
11 3.538
12 2.882
Table 8 BD-rate comparison
using the second sequence and
GOP size 8 and 512x1600 size tiles
Leftmost tile
index for RoI
BD-rate (%) of
proposed method
0 8.867
1 8.846
2 9.051
3 7.569
4 7.857
5 7.792
6 6.773
7 6.042
8 6.712
9 6.625
10 7.582
11 9.591
12 9.421
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enhancement layer RAPs using a closed GOP structure, i.e. IDRs. We compare it with the case
where the base layer RAPs have been encoded as IDRs, while enhancement layer RAPs have
been encoded as CRAs with an open GOP structure. The latter is the one used in combination
with the ML-GRPs. The BD-rate [1] of all the bitstreams described above when using closed
GOP structures vs. the proposed solution has been measured. The ML-GRPs show to provide
an average BD-rate reduction of around 3 to 10 %, in comparison to using closed GOP
structures without the proposed ML-GRP insertion. Results in [20] (shown in Tables 7 and 8)
have been extended with new sequences, as shown in Tables 9 and 10.
Table 7 shows the BD-rate values of the proposed technique against the solution using
closed GOP for the resulting 13 streams described above at different RoIs of the first
8192x1600 video sequence with 512x1600 tiles.
On average a 3.72%BD rate reduction has beenmeasured for the first sequence. Table 8 shows
the BD-rate values of the proposed technique against the solution using closed GOP for the
resulting streams at different RoIs of the second 8192x1600 video with 512x1600 tiles. The results
shown for the second 8192x1600 stream are much higher: between 6.0 and 9.6 % approximately.
For this sequence, a 7.902%BD rate reduction on average can be seen when using theML-GRPs.
Table 9 BD-rate comparison
using the third sequence and GOP
size 8 and 512x1920 size tiles
Leftmost tile
index for RoI
BD-rate (%) of
proposed method
0 5.561
1 5.633
2 4.362
3 4.293
4 4.606
5 4.123
6 5.665
7 5.995
8 6.280
9 7.188
Table 10 BD-rate comparison
using the fourth sequence and GOP
size 8 and 512x1920 size tiles
Leftmost tile
index for RoI
BD-rate (%) of
proposed method
0 8.249
1 9.117
2 9.171
3 7.817
4 7.263
5 7.149
6 6.793
7 7.638
8 8.151
9 7.985
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Table 9 shows the BD-rate values of the proposed technique against the solution using closed
GOP for the resulting streams at different RoIs of the first 6984x1920 video sequence with
512x1920 tiles. The results shown for this video are between 4.1 and 7.2 % approximately. For
this sequence, an average of 5.371 % BD rate reduction can be seen when using the ML-GRPs
Table 10 shows the results for the last video sequence of a resolution of 6984x1920 pixels.
The BD-rate values shown in this table correspond to higher values than for the previous
sequence corresponding to an average of 7.93 %.
In any case, it can be seen that the reported gains are content dependent. For some
sequences, gains up to 9 % can be obtain while for other gains up to 4 %. This depends
on the temporal correlation of the pictures within a video sequence. The more temporal
prediction can be used for the RASL pictures from previous pictures in presentation
order the more effective the technique is. However, the gains shown between 3 % and
almost 10 % show that the proposed technique can achieve a higher compression
efficiency.
7.3 Results for RoI switching with ML-GRP and unequal RAP period
The results in Tables 11, 12, 13 and 14 show the benefits of using ML-GRPs for open
GOP switching with unequal RAP periods. The same four sequences as in Sections 5.2
and 7.2 have been used. The Random Access Point period used for the results shown in
Tables 11–14 is 24 pictures for the enhancement layer and 48 or 96 pictures for the
enhancement layer. As a reference, we use the setup with the enhancement layer RAPs
using a closed GOP structure, i.e. IDRs. We compare it with the case where the
enhancement layer RAPs have been encoded as CRAs with an open GOP structure.
For both cases the base layer is encoded using an open GOP configuration, i.e. encoded
with RAPs of type CRA. As already mentioned, for this case the base layer has not been
tiled and therefore consist of a single tile.
The results shown in Tables 11–14 show that the gains of ML-GRP do not almost
vary with respect to the periodicity of the RAPs in the base layer. In general, ML-GRP
with unequal RAP shows a gain of around 4 % up to 10 % in BD-rate. However, a RAP
period of 96 provides between 8.5 % and 20.1 % bitrate savings in comparison to a RAP
period of 48 in the base layer.
Table 11 BD-rate comparison
using the first sequence and GOP
size 8 and 512x1600 size tiles
Leftmost tile
index for RoI
BD-rate (%) for
RAP period 48
BD-rate (%) for
RAP period 96
0 6.48 6.74
1 6.97 7.25
2 7.92 8.13
3 8.67 8.69
4 9.31 9.33
5 9.66 9.73
6 9.68 9.87
7 10.13 10.16
8 10.11 10.23
9 9.78 10.20
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Table 12 BD-rate comparison
using the second sequence and
GOP size 8 and 512x1600 size tiles
Leftmost tile
index for RoI
BD-rate (%) for
RAP period 48
BD-rate (%) for
RAP period 96
0 7.39 7.25
1 7.47 8.01
2 7.67 8.32
3 8.11 8.68
4 8.42 8.00
5 8.59 7.89
6 8.44 7.89
7 8.27 7.89
8 8.22 7.87
9 8.50 8.05
Table 13 BD-rate comparison
using the third sequence and GOP
size 8 and 512x1920 size tiles
Leftmost tile
index for RoI
BD-rate (%) for
RAP period 48
BD-rate (%) for
RAP period 96
0 4.80 4.95
1 4.18 4.08
2 3.72 3.72
3 3.52 3.61
4 3.32 3.59
5 3.46 3.72
6 3.83 4.11
7 4.39 4.41
8 4.62 4.58
9 4.91 4.98
Table 14 BD-rate comparison
using the fourth sequence and GOP
size 8 and 512x1920 size tiles
Leftmost tile
index for RoI
BD-rate (%) for
RAP period 48
BD-rate (%) for
RAP period 96
0 5.72 5.73
1 5.83 5.84
2 5.94 5.95
3 5.90 6.03
4 4.32 4.54
5 4.38 4.39
6 4.20 4.37
7 5.10 5.18
8 5.23 5.27
9 5.26 5.30
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8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a technique to perform stitching of multiple H.265/
HEVC bitstreams of a tiled panoramic video, so that devices with a single hardware
decoder can be used. We have described how this works for streams encoded with
H.265/HEVC, as well as for streams encoded with its scalable versions H.265/SHVC
and H.265/MV-HEVC. We provide a solution that reduces the transmission bitrate at
RoI switching points significantly. It consists of inserting Generated Reference Pic-
tures (GRP) that allows using temporal prediction even at RoI switching points for
some spatial regions instead of requiring full random access for the single layer case.
We showed that transmission peak bitrate savings between 80-200 % or 40-100 %
during the RoI moving interval can be achieved depending on the video content and
movement speed. Such bitrate savings are very beneficial for switching events where
a drastic increase in the bitrate can lead to a big delay that can make an interactive
streaming system unfeasible.
Since we consider that the success of head mounted displays is imminent and this
is going to come along with stereo panorama streaming, tile-based panorama stream-
ing for stereoscopic panorama video has been analyzed. Therefore we have used
H.265/MV-HEVC and have extended the GRP technique towards stereo with MGRPs.
Results are reported and the effect of MGRP is analyzed in context of a layered codec
scenario. Results show that the MGRP technique allows for significant peak bitrate
reduction, which can be a key in future panoramic video services with particularly
strict latency requirements such as head mounted displays.
Such techniques can be implemented very easily without any concerns about real-
time constraints since are of low complexity. They can be implemented in an
application before feeding the decoder. For instance, they can be performed at the
demultiplexing stage as discussed in the paper. In fact, such a technique can be
implemented easily following the ISO base Media File Format [14]. One of the issues
of GRPs and ML-GRPs is that they require different versions of the content at the
server side, increasing the storage capacity that would be required, for instance, at
CDNs.
In order to overcome this issue H.265/SHVC can be used. With this regard, we
present Multi-Layer Generated Reference Pictures (ML-GRP). An ML-GRP allows
using open GOP encoding structures, instead of requiring usage of closed GOP
structures. We show that with the proposed solution the average BD-rate performance
can be improved by around 3 to 10 %. Such bitrate savings happen mainly at random
access points, which are very beneficial for switching events where a drastic increase
in the bitrate can lead to a big delay that can make an interactive streaming system
unfeasible.
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